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We’re Twenty Years Old!
This edition of the Newsletter is given over to a brief history of our Support Group.
I have gone back through our previous newsletters and picked out a few significant
events that hopefully reflect our journey over this time.
Obviously I cannot include all events but hopefully I have chosen a few of the more
important milestones.
Sadly, during this time we have lost a number of members to this insidious disease.
As I do not know of all of these men, I have not attempted to name them for fear of
offending the friends and family of those not mentioned.
I hope you enjoy my reflections.

What’s to Come
Christmas Party

Monday December 20th 12.00 Mid Day
Group Meeting – Monday January 17th
No Meeting
As most people are on Holidays

Group Meeting – Monday February 21st
To Be Advised
Meetings are now held at the Emu Sports Club (Home of Leonay Golf Club)
Gather at 6-30pm for a 7-00pm start.

Our Web Site “www.prostatesupport.org.au” is now sponsored
by the Members of Emu Plains Lions Club
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An abbreviated history of the Nepean Blue Mountains
Prostate Cancer Support Group
The formation meeting of the Support Group was held in the Nepean Hospital old Nurses
Quarters on Monday, October 22nd, 2001.
Following on from three Awareness meetings organised by the Rotary Club of the Lower
Mountains, the Glenbrook Uniting Church and local G. P’s at Glenbrook in 1999 and 2000 a
meeting was held to determine whether there was a need to establish a Prostate Cancer
Support Group in the Nepean region in mid 2001.
The Rev Rob Dowthwaite chaired this meeting which
was held at the Glenbrook Uniting Church. The
outcome from the meeting was that there was a
definite need for the Group and a Committee was
subsequently formed.
This inaugural Committee comprised Rob Dowthwaite
as Chairman, Alan Moran, as Secretary, Jim
Davenport as Treasurer with Gabrielle Moran, Ian
Davis and Bernie Carveth as Committee members.
John Price a mentor from the Cancer Council was also
heavily involved.
Guest Speakers at that first Group Meeting were local
Urologists Dr. Bertram Canagasingham and Dr.
Richard Ferguson. Gina Growden from PCFA gave a
talk on the Support Group Network.
Rob and Ruth Dowthwaite on Rob’s
retirement as Group Chairman

Guest speaker at our second meeting was Max
Gardiner, at that time a member of the PCFA Support
and Advocacy committee. Max now has an award named in his honour that is handed out
annually to people who have made an outstanding contribution to raising awareness of
Prostate Cancer.
The third Group meeting was our first Christmas Party. This was held at Weir Reserve on the
Nepean River. (A venue that we made use of during the current Covid troubles)
We have been extremely fortunate in the quality of guest speakers that we have been able to
attract in addition to those mentioned above, we can include many of the state’s leading
Urologists such as Professor Mohamed Kahdra, Professor Phillip Stricker, Dr. Phillip
Katelaris, A/Professor Celi Varol and in more recent times Dr Matthew Winter has proved to
be a very popular speaker.
We have also had a number of speakers from the radiology area. In particular, Dr. Viet Do
has spoken to us several times and proven to be very knowledgeable and popular.
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These are just a few of speakers that have visited us. We have also been addressed by
specialists in the fields of Brachytherapy, Incontinence, Diet, Sexual Health, Meditation and
Mindfulness. A number of G.P’s have also spoken.
Liz McKervey, ‘Our’ local Prostate Cancer Specialist Nurse, has spoken to us on a number of
occasions. Liz has now joined the Group’s Board and will surely prove to be of great
assistance in keeping us up to date on all things Prostate! Welcome aboard Liz.

Over our twenty years of existence we could have potentially held 240 Group meetings.
Granted, we have not held a meeting every month and we have had many ‘open forum’
meetings where we do not have a guest speaker that still means that we have had about 200
times when we have had a guest speaker.
(One day I might compile a list of all our guest speakers…but don’t hold your breath!)
During our lifetime, our meetings have been
held in a number of venues. Our first ‘home’
was in the Education Centre in the nurses’
centre in the old Nepean hospital building
(now long gone and replaced by the huge
new Eastern Block of the hospital) we then
moved upstairs to the Nursing Education
Centre rooms. While this was a very good
venue it had the disadvantage of requiring
members to walk upstairs, not good for less
mobile Members. With continued
development of the Hospital, we were on the
One of our Christmas Parties at our original meeting
move again. We were relocated to the
room in the old Nurses Centre at Nepean Hospital
Auditorium in the Hospital main building for a
few meetings. Yet more development saw us
move on again, this time the local Men’s Shed group offered us the use of their building at
Orchard Hills. While this was an excellent venue it proved to be extremely hot on summer
evenings. Ross Baker, our then Secretary, organised for us to gain access to the Church Hall
at St. Stephens Church in Penrith. This was an ideal venue. No stairs, air conditioned and
fitted with an excellent digital display system.
Alas, this all came to an end when “Covid” reared its ugly head!
Because of lock down restrictions and subsequent Church policy we were unable to continue
to use this venue.
During Covid lock down restrictions we decided to try online meetings using ‘Zoom’. These
meetings were set up and coordinated by our President, David Wilkinson. While not as good
as face to face meetings this proved to be a successful venture. We were able to attract
specialist speakers from interstate. (Perth, Melbourne and Brisbane) In the future we may try
to have some of these ‘off site’ speakers address us and display them via video at our
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monthly meetings. This is a work in progress. We’ll keep you posted. ‘Zoom’ also enabled us
to speak directly with members of PCFA and other support groups.
The disadvantage of ‘Zoom’ was not all members were comfortable using this medium.
On a couple of occasions, weather permitting, we held outdoor meetings at Weir Reserve on
the Nepean River.
We have now established ourselves at the Emu Sports Club (Home of Leonay Golf Club)
Many thanks to Denis Gallagher for facilitating this move.
Members are probably aware that the Group is fully incorporated. This enables us to raise
funds and issue tax deductible receipts. Our decision to incorporate came about by way of a
very significant event in October 2006.
Maurice Cooper and Ann Redwood, two leading members of the Blue Mountains Business
Community who have for many years worked to raise funds for worthy causes, decided that year
to have Prostate Cancer as the cause for their major fund raising effort. Victor and Anne Cipants
together with David and Jenny Price represented our group at the very successful fund raising
dinner for Prostate Cancer on the evening of Friday the 27th October.
Because at that time we were not yet an incorporated body and could not offer tax deductions for
donations, Blue Mountains Cancer Help (BMCH) Inc., very graciously agreed to act as auspices
for us, which meant they received the proceeds of the night on our behalf.
The evening raised an amazing $35,000, $28,000 of this going to NBMPCSG and $7,000 to
BMCH.
After much consultation to determine local
needs to support prostate cancer sufferers it
was decided that these funds would be used to
develop a website for our group, donate a
bladder scanner to Nepean Cancer Care Clinic
and donate a Grasby pump to BMCH.
This event was our first involvement with Blue
Mountains Cancer Help (now Cancer Wellness
and support) this involvement continues to this
day and we are proud to be a ‘Gold’ sponsor of
the Cancer Wellness group.
The Group duly became incorporated. A lot of
work by David Price produced the Group’s
constitution. Incorporation was achieved in
NBMPCSG Board Members at time of incorporation.
2007.
(L – R) Ian Davis, John Withers, Jenny Price, Eric
The road to incorporation did have a few ‘pot
Kent, Alan Moran, Gabrielle Moran, David Price,
holes’ When we first applied to become
Brett Sowerby, Victor Cippants.
(Behind the camera Alan Howard)
incorporated PCFA advised us that becoming
incorporated ‘did not fit within PCFA national
office internal and operational guidelines’ and
did not allow us to be affiliated. Fortunately this anomaly was rectified after a lot of hard work by
then Secretary Alan Moran and we re-established our affiliation. This affiliation is extremely
important and our relationship with PCFA is now very strong and getting stronger.
Becoming incorporated has enabled us to be involved in many very worthwhile fund raising
events over the years. High on this list was a Corporate Golf Day at Dunheaved Golf Club in 2014
organized by Group Member Barry Dukes and his team. There have been other events including
Golf days organized on our behalf by Leonay Golf Club.
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President David Wilkinson and Barry Dukes with local
Member Fiona Scott and Health Minister Peter Dutton
at our Dunheaved Golf day

Our Team at the Hawkesbury Canoe Classic 2012

Other fund raising events we have been involved in include the Hawkesbury Canoe Classic. We
first became involved in the Classic in 2002 and have assisted every year since (Apart from the
last two year’s Covid cancellation!) Next year’s event will be on October 29th 2022.

President Alan Moran accepting the
donation from Glenbrook Bowls Club
2011

The Gaels Club in Penrith has also been a great supporter of the Group during ‘Movember’ each
year.
Glenbrook Panthers Bowls Club is another regular supporter.
Bunnings barbecue has been our regular Father’s Day commitment. (Pre Covid of course!)

Our Relay Team in 2010

Of course not all of our involvements involve fund
raising.
The Penrith ‘Relay for Life’ has been a regular
awareness event that we have participated in. Our
first involvement in the Relay was in 2006 and was
organized by Ian Davis. Eric Kent and John Kemp
have taken over the organization of our participation
in recent years.
We have been regular participants in the Relay every
year since our first attendance.
In 2015, Eric Kent had the honour of cutting the
ribbon to start the relay while Chris and John Kemp
had this honour in 2016
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(Next year’s Relay will be on Saturday April 30th and Sunday May 1st.)
Another participatory event we have been involved in is Dragon Boating.
25 years ago, Canadian Doctor. Don McKenzie, Introduced a group of his Breast Cancer
patients to the sport of Dragon Boat racing as a means of assisting their recovery from Breast
Cancer. This has led to the formation of a huge worldwide movement of Breast Cancer
survivors participating in Dragon Boating.
Dragons Abreast Australia have run a regatta at Sydney’s Darling Harbour for a number of
years.
In 2008, Group Member, Brett Sowerby, was invited by the organisers to participate in a
mixed crew comprising Breast Cancer survivors and Prostate Cancer survivors.
Brett thoroughly enjoyed the experience and decided to get our Support Group to form a
team for the next year. That was 2009.
Since then we have participated each year, sometimes fielding two teams.
Organisation of our participation was taken up by Garry Clear and Alan Howard.
Paddling in the ‘Community Challenge’ category, we have had great success over that time.
Eventually gaining the ‘Trifecta’. Bronze Medalists in 2016, Silver Medallists in 2014 and
bringing home the Gold in 2017. All the time showing the big blue “P” to a large audience.
PCFA have been great assistance over that time. Helping offset our entry fees and supplying
us with shirts.
Sadly the Dragons Abreast Regatta at Darling Harbour is now a thing of the past. This event
was the major fund raiser for Dragons Abreast Australia and unfortunately the cost of holding
this event at a place like Darling Harbour has made the event no longer viable.

Our ‘Trifecta’ of trophies

Our Dragon Boat crew at Darling Harbour 2013

One of the aims of the Group when we received our donation from the Blue Mountains
Business Group was to develop a web site. We achieved this in 2007 after a lot of work from
Brett Sowerby and David Price.
The web address is ‘www. prostatesupport.org.au’.
The web site was recently upgraded by Peter Murphy and Wayne Singleton.
The Emu Plains Lions Club has recently generously taken over sponsorship of our web site..
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The Group also has a Facebook page ‘Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support
Group’
We have, over the years, provided speakers at many community group meetings. For
example Rotary and Lions Club dinners, Church Groups, Men’s Shed Groups etc. and we
attend many community events.
These community events include the ‘Glenbrook Garden Gnome Convention’ (more
commonly known as the Australia Day Celebrations at Glenbrook) the Penrith ‘Re imagine
Aging Festival’, The ‘Diesel and Dust’ heavy machinery show, the ‘Barry Sheene’ Festival of
Speed for historic racing motor cycles at Eastern Creek.

Sometimes when manning an information stand at a
community function there are some added attractions.
Penrith Festival of Aging 2018

Our Team at the Glenbrook Australia Day Celebrations

Like all other groups and organisations ‘Covid’ has proved a huge disruption to all of us. No
one more than our passionate and hardworking Promotions Officer John Kemp. John
organises our attendance at various shows, functions etc. where we can promote awareness
of Prostate Cancer. John has arranged for our attendance at these functions only th have
them cancelled.
I can assure you that as we emerge from Covid, John is planning a full calendar.
Over the years of our existence, a number of our Members have been recognised for their
contribution to the running of the Group by being awarded ‘Life Membership’
These Members are:Alan Moran
Brett Sowerby
Bob Wittrien
Allan Burrow

Gabrielle Moran
Alan Howard
John Kemp
Denis and Sue Gallagher.
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Ian Davis
Eric Kent
Ross Baker

The driving force in establishing our Support Group was Alan Moran. Alan was the inaugural
Group Secretary and later took on the role of President. Later becoming the Group Patron.
During this time Alan took a keen interest in the early days of the formation of the PCFA.
Alan’s wife, Gabrielle, was also heavily involved in the running of the Group as a Committee
Member and as Assistant Secretary. Gabrielle championed the role of carers in dealing with
Prostate Cancer and was invited to deliver a talk on this subject at a PCFA Annual Meeting.
Prostate Cancer awareness and support was not the only community cause in which Alan
and Gabrielle were involved.
This involvement in community service was recognised in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List
in 2013 when both Alan and Gabrielle received Order of Australia Medals.

Alan & Gabrielle at Government House
To receive their Order of Australia medals

Alan and Gabrielle Moran presented with their ‘Max Gardiner Awards’ by Steve Callister from PCFA

In recognition of their work in promoting Prostate Cancer awareness was recognised when
they were both awarded the Max Gardiner Award for services to Prostate Cancer. Alan
received his award in 2015 while Gabrielle received the award in 2016.
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A Laugh at Life !
The Bathtub Test
During a visit to the mental asylum, I asked
the director,
"How do you determine whether or not a
patient should be institutionalized?"

Grandma's boyfriend
A 5-year-old boy went to visit his
grandmother one day. Playing with his
toys in her bedroom while grandma was
dusting, he looked up and said, 'Grandma,
how come you don't have a boyfriend now
that Grandpa went to heaven?'

"Well," said the director, "we fill up a
bathtub, then we offer a teaspoon, a teacup
and a bucket to the patient and ask him or
her to empty the bathtub."

Grandma replied, 'Honey, my TV is my
boyfriend. I can sit in my bedroom and
watch it all day long. The religious
programs make me feel good and the
comedies make me laugh. I'm happy with
my TV as my boyfriend.'

"Oh, I understand," I said. "A normal person
would use the bucket because it's bigger
than the spoon or the teacup."
"No." said the director, "A normal person
would pull the plug.
Do you want a bed near the window?"

Grandma turned on the TV, and the
reception was terrible. She started
adjusting the knobs, trying to get the
picture in focus. Frustrated, she started
hitting the backside of the TV hoping to fix
the problem.

ARE YOU GOING TO TELL ANYONE
ELSE THIS, OR DO YOU WANT THE BED
NEXT TO MINE??

Hospital Rules

The little boy replied, 'Yeah, she's in the
bedroom bangin' her boyfriend.'

Hospital regulations require a wheel chair for
patients being discharged.
However, while working as a student nurse,
I found one elderly gentleman who, already
dressed and sitting on the bed with a
suitcase at his feet, insisted he! didn't need
my help to leave the hospital.
After a chat about rules being rules, he
reluctantly let me wheel him to the elevator.

The minister fainted.

On the way down I asked him if his wife was
meeting him.

Live Simply
Love Generously
Care Deeply
Speak Kindly

'I don't know,' he said. 'She's still upstairs in
the bathroom changing out of her hospital
gown.'


The little boy heard the doorbell ring, so he
hurried to open the door and there stood
Grandma's minister. The minister said,
'Hello son, is your Grandma home?'

Mick and Paddy are reading head stones at
a country cemetery.
Mick says "Crikey! There's a bloke here
who was 152!"
Paddy says "What's his name ?"
Mick replies "Miles, from Sydney !"


"His mother should have thrown him
away and kept the stork."
A quote from Mae West
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Contact Us
Telephone 1300 13 38 78
Email
info@prostatesupport.org.au
Web Site
‘www.prostatesupport.org.au’
Facebook
‘Nepean Blue Mountains
Cancer Support Group’
Postal Address
Nepean / Blue Mountains
Prostate Cancer Support
Group
P.O. Box 763
Kingswood, N.S.W. 2747

PAYMENT OF Membership Fees. Members can pay their annual Group Membership Fees by
direct deposit to our bank account.
Our Westpac Account Name is ‘Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group’.
BSB is 032-837 and the Account No. is 206701. Current Fees are $10.00 P.A. per family.
Don’t forget to advise who you are in the Lodgement Reference i.e. “ John Smith Fees 2021”

Would you like to make a cash donation to our group?
Do you know any Group or Organisation that would like to make a donation?
We are a registered charitable organisation and all donations are fully tax deductable.
All donations help us to support cancer and health related projects in our local area.
If you are able to assist, contact our Treasurer, Graeme Renshaw.

Board Members of the Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group for 2021 are as follows:President :David Wilkinson
Vice President / Treasurer :Graeme Renshaw
Secretary :Wayne Singleton
Committee :Liz McKervey
Librarian :Bob Wittrien
Newsletter Editor:Alan Howard
Publicity / Web Site Manager :Vacant
Promotions Officer :John Kemp

The Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Support Group Inc. is grateful for the support of its members and various
local groups. This enables us to produce this newsletter and cover other incidentals in the running of the group.
The Below the Belt ‘Zipper’ logo (Page 1) is copyrighted to Ms. Caroline Redwood and is used with her kind
permission

The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Group.
The Group does not offer medical or other professional advice.
Articles presented in this or any other issues are presented only as a means of sharing information and
opinions with members.
It is important that health professionals should be consulted before making any decisions about any
treatments.
This newsletter has been compiled by Alan Howard from material culled or provided.
email: nbmpcsgnews@gmail.com
Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group Web Site ‘www.prostatesupport.org.au
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